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IN THE SUPREME COURT Of THE
STATE Of UTAH
YOUNG ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
and YOUNG ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY, INC.,
Pla,intiff s,

S'l'A'l'E TAX COM:ISSION,
Defendant.

I
I

Case No.
8383

I

PLAINTIF'FS' BRIEF

STATEMEN'Jl OF FACTS
On September 24, 1953, and Septemb.er 25, 1953, the
State Tax Commission mailed notices to the plaintiffs
concerning the period from July 1, 1950, to June 30, 1953,
and showing additional sales tax and interest due from
the Young Electric Sign Company, in the amount of $3,029.91 and from Young Electric Sign Company, Inc., in
the amount of $1,161.20 (R. 053 and 059). Within the time
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prescribed by law the plaintiffs petitioned for a lJParing
and a correction of the mnount of taxP~ a~~PS~Pd a~ afort·said.
On N oven1ber 13, 1953, the plaintiffs herein filed
claims for refund of sales taxes claimed to have been
erroneously and illegally assessed for the period from
Septernber 1, 1950, to October 31, 1953. On l\1 ay 10, 1954,
a forn1al hearing on the defieiency assessments and
claims for refund was commenced. It \Ya~ rPtPssed after
a short time and the balance of the evidence was adduced
in the fonn of a Stipulation of Facts.
In its decision the Tax Commission did not refer to
the claims for refund and in the record certified to this
Court said claims were not included. The legal principles
and questions involved in both the deficienc-y assessment
and the clairns for refund are the same, to-wit, to what
portion of the plaintiffs' operation i~ sales tax applicable
and how is it rneasured.
In its deficiency assessments the Tax Commission
reconstructed sales tax returns for the plaintiffs as follows (R. 0():2 and 056):
1.

By adding together the \vhole of the receiptH
frmn the following:
a.

Hental contracts,

b.

Options,
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2.

3.

c.

Sales,

d.

Service and repairs.

By adding to those items the sum of the
following purchases:
a.

Materials used in yard, shop and office
equipment (at cost).

b.

Materials used on repair sales (at cost
plus lOOo/o ).

By subtracting as non-taxable the whole of
the receipts from the following:
a.

Intercompany, interstate, exempt and
wholesale sales,

h.

Out of state contracts,

r.

Service and repair sales,

d.

l\'Iaintenance contracts.

These deficiency assessments calculated in this manner by the Sales Tax Commission were sustained by the
Tax Commission pursuant to the hearing thereon (R.
005)., but at the same time the Tax Commission, ordered
that the deficiency be calculated differently (R. 005
par.'s 1. and 2.).
rrhe following facts were stipulated to by the parties
hereto (R. 069 and 075 inclusive) :
1. The Young Electric Sign Company is a
corporation organized under the laws of the State
of Utah, on the 31st day of July, 1950, having its
3
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principal place of lm~ine:.;~ at 11-1-S South HP<·ond
\Vest, Salt Lake Cit)·, Utah, and the Young I~~1P<'
tric Sign Company, Lnc., is an Idaho corporation
incorporated on the :27th day of nlarch, 1950, and
qualified to do business in the State of Utah on
the 19th day of October, 1951, having it:-~ principal
place of business at Ogden, Utah. The books and
records of both c01npanies are kept at the office
of the Young Electric Sign Com pan)· and the
method of accounting used for each corporat:on i:-;
the same.
2. rl1 he work of the Ogden corporation is so
:.;imilar to the work of the Salt Lake corporation
that cost ratios and percentages such as, for exan1ple, the ratio of the cost of labor and material
to total amounts received pursuant to the rental
agreements from the signs construded by tl:r
use of that labor and material will he the ~arne
for both corporations. Unless otherwise specifically noted, the operation of the Ogden corporation is the same as the operation of the Salt LakP
corporation. For the balance of th:s stipulation,
the words "the compan)·" shall apply to hoth
corporations, except wl1rre otherwise :-~tated.
3. The business of the company consists primarily of three functions, ( 1) the manufacture of
Plectric signs and parts of signs, ( :2) the sale or
rental of the same, and (3) the maintenance and
repair of electric signs.
-1-. The income of the eompany is derivecl
fr01n the following types of transactions:
a.

Outright sales of signs and sign parts
manufactured h:· the company,

b.

Repair sales,
4
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c.

Maintenance contracts,

d.

Rental agreements.

5. Outright sales consist of the sale of signs
and occasionally parts of signs, manufactured by
the company. The price charged is what is called
the ''cash. sale price" which is generally set by
the company at twice the cost of labor and material going into the construction of the sign. Sales
tax at the rate of 2% of the price charged (purchase price) is collected and remitted. Both parties concede that this is the proper measure of the
sales tax on these transactions.
6. Repair sal,es are the billings for the repair, service and maintenance of signs owned by
other persons and not subject to a "maintenance
agreement." A customer calls in a request for
service, the company's personnel and equipment
go out and repair the sign, using what material
is necessary, and the customer is invoiced for a
lump sum charge. Labor and materials are not
billed separately, but cost records are kept by
the company. The cost of materials used in repair
sales was a minor part of the total billings for
repair sales for the period covered by the audit.
It is agreed that the fair sales priee of those materials is cost plus a 100% markup.
7. Mairnte.nance agr(',erncnts are executed on
the form received in evidence as Exhibit "C" (R.
069). Under those agreements the· company
agrees to maintain and repair a sign owned by the
customer for a fixed monthly fee payable for a
fixe11 period, usually 3G months.
5
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It is agreed that the proper 1neasure of the
tax to be charged for the materials u:-;<'<1 in maintaining and repairing signs under maintenance
agree1nents should be the same as i~ <·barged for
those Inaterials used under "repair sales."
8. R.ental agreements are contract~ under
which the company agrees to construct a given
sign for the custmner, install jt on his premi~<'~,
and nmintain and repair it for the period of the
agreement, and the customer agrees to pay therefor a fixed monthly charge. Exhibit ''B" is the
form of agreement used (R. 066). The income
frmn rental contracts falls into the follow~ng
types:
(a) Payments under original rental agreements.
(b) Re-writes, and
(c) Options.
9. \Vhen a custmner approaches the <·ompany about a sign, or vice versa, the salesman and
the artist discuss the requirements of the customer
and the art deparbnent draws up a scale la~'ont.
rrhereafter, the salesman fills out a "pitch sh<'rt''
(Exhibit "A") (R. 065) on whieh the sign is
broken into its components, he prices the components from the price book, adds them up and
ascertains the "ea~h ~ale priee." This is the sum
of the prices of components and is generally equal
to twice the estimated cost of the labor and materiai in the sign. Generally speaking the cash
sales price is not disclosed to the customer unless
requested, hut the monthly rental is calculated as
indieated below and gi\'en to the rnstmner.
6
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10. r:ehe monthly charge is generally calculated by dividing the cash sales p_rice by certain
fixed numbers, according to the length of time involved, as follows:
(a) He divides hy 10.9 to get the monthly
charge for a 1~ month period.
(b) He divides by 22 to get the Inonthly
charge for a 36 month period.
(c) He divides hy 27 to get the monthly
charge for a GO month period.
11. If the customer decides to rent the sign,
he executes the form contract and the sign is manufactured and installed. The bulk of the rental
contracts are for a 36 months period or a 60
months period.
12. If the customer, at the end of the original rental period, desires to continue to use the
sign, a maintenance agreement is executed for a
new term, on the basis of 50% of the original
monthly charge. The agreements are on the same
form as the original rentals and are termed "rewrites" on the books of the company.

am

'ill

13. Option income is that income received
from signs held over after the expiration of the
original rental agreement before the re-write is
executed. The charge for the option period i:',
like the re-writes, 50% of the monthly charge
set by the original rental agreement.

1-L The income from re-writes for the period
involved in the audit here in question is 37% of
the total income from sign rental~. This percent7
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age is calculated from the figures tak('n hy the
Tax Comn1ission auditor from the original hook~
of the company.
15. The purpose of the amount in ex<'<'~~ of
the cash sale price charged the customer ovPr
the rental period is to compensate the eonqmny for
servicing and maintaining the sign during the
period, which servicing and Inaintaining includes
the furnishing of parts and materials which are
not separately taxed. In the case of a 36 monthl":l
contract, approximately 39% of the total rental
charged is for service and ma:ntenance, including
parts and Inaterials, and in the case of a 60 months
contract, approximatel~~ 55% of the total rental
parts and materials.
16. An analysis of the rentals contracted for
during the entire period of this audit shows that
the cash sales price was equal to -l-R.7 4% of the
total amounts receivable for the signs to which
said cash sales price applies. Or, stated conversely, the receipts for servicing and maintaining said signs, including parts and materials, durjng the period of the audit was il1.:2G'ic· of the total
amounts received fron1 them during the originJl
lease period.

J 7. During the re-write period, because of
the increased age of the s}gn, the cost of maintaining the same is greater than the maintenance
expense during the original rental period. ThP
rental during that re-write pel'iod is for the purpose of cmnpensating the company for maintaining and repairing the sign, which includes the
parts and materials, together with a reasonahle
profit.
8
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18. The entire cost of any signs placed with
the customer under a rental agreement is amortized over the period of the original term of that
agreement so that, at the expiration of the original lease period the sign is completely written off
as an asset of the company. At that time the company eliminates from the contract price for the
rental of the sign that portion of the rental which
it attributed to recovering the cash sale price and
re-writes the contract at a price approximately
equal to what would be charged for the service
and maintenance of the sign, wPrP it the property
of the customer.
19. The only tangible personal propert)'
which is involved in the rental agreements hereinabove referred to is the sign itself together with
what materials and parts are used in the course
of the servicing of the sign.

L:.l

20. In the case of a rental contract no separation is made in the actual billing to the customer
of the amount which is charged for the sign itself
and of the amount which is charged for the service and maintenance; however, before said rental
agreements are entered into the cash sale price of
th sign is always calculated by the company to use
in arriving at the rental price and is available
and given to the customer on request. Some request the information, some do not and it is not
generally given unle.ss requested. The amount
which is charged under the rental arrangements
for the various periods can be calculated, but
generally it is only calculated for the period or
periods in which the customer indicates he is interested.
9
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:21. \rtih relatiye}~· fpw exception::;, each sign
is custom designed for thP particular IIPP<l:-; of tlw
particular customer and has no :-;nh:-;tantial value
to anyone other than that cu:-;tomer or :-;omeone
purchasing his bu:-;iness and name.
2:2. The salvage value of an~· given :-;ign at
any time after its construction is approximate]~·
equal to the cost of removing and di~a~sr111bling
the sign and, the cost to the company of removing,
disassembling, remodeling and reassemhling a
given sign is greater than would be the rost of
fabricating the sign from new material.
:2:1. The useful life of any given sign, properly Inaintained and repaired, is suh:-;tantially
longer than the original rental period.
:2-t The prieP at which a given sign ·would
sold to a eu:-;tomer in an outright sal<> ( i.<>.,
its cash sale priee) plus the cost of a 36 month
maintenanee contract is approximat<>l~· equal to
the total eharge for the 36 month period as calrulated in the manner :-;Pt forth in paragraph 10
above.
};p

:25. In 1936 and 19:38 the rtah ~tate rrax
( ~onunission Inade and e11tered the decisions attached hereto and marked Exhihit~ 1 and :2. K o
appeal was taken from Pither decision. In 1937
the Utah State Tax Commi:-;sion advised the partnership involved in the decision:-; attached to thi:'
stipulation, that it could avoid sales taxation of
the total rental receipts if it would prepare separate contracts for the sale and the maintenance of
such signs as are involved in the ·'rental agrP<'ments." At the time of the audits and asses:-;menh;
involved in this action, the auditor of the l·tah
10
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State Tax Conunission advised the companies that
they could avoid sales taxation on the total rental
receipts by executing separate contracts for the
sale and the maintenance of the signs concerned
in the "rental agreements." Counsel for the State
Tax Commission have subsequently reiterated
that advice to counsel for the companies.
Of the total operation of the company, the service,
maintenance and repair of signs preponderates (R. 019).
The General Manager, Mr. Schutte, in his testimony described the service, maintenance and repair as the bulk
of the operation (R. 019).
The report of the auditor for the Tax Commission
relative to the Young Electric Sign Company shows the
total repair sales for the period of the audit were $2-1--1-,
986.01 and that the cost of materials used in those repair
sales was $14,698.75. This shows that the cost of materials used in repair sales was six per cent ( 6%) of the
total charge for those sales in the Salt Lake operation.
The Salt Lake plant made eighty -seven ( 87%) of the
repair sales involved in this action.
In the stipulation of facts the rrax Commission stipulated that the proper measure of tax to be charged for
materials used in maintaining and repairing signs under
"maintenance contracts" sh~uld be the same as is charged
for those materials used in "repair sales" (R. 071) and
that materials were never hilled separately from labor
in repair sales (R. 070).
11
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In its decision the Tax Connnission applied three
different Ineasures to the "1naintenance contract" and
"repair sale" income (R. 005). It, in the same order,
(1) affirmed and sustained the assess1nent as made hy
the auditor (R. 062 and 056) on the theory that materials
used in repair sales should be taxed at two per cent of
fair sales lJrice (cost plus 100% markup), (~) ordered
that the sales tax on parts and materials used in repair
sales where no separate billing is made for materials
should be two percent of the total billing, and, (3) ordered that materials us~d in repair and maintenance service
furnished under "maintenance contracts" should be taxed
at hvo per cent of the cost of those Inaterials to the company.
In this brief, as in the Stipulation of Facts above,
the plaintiffs will be referred to as "the company" and
the defendant as the ''Tax Conn11ission." The Emergen<'y
Revenue Act of 1933 will be referred to as the "Sales
Tax Act."
STATE~1ENT

OF POll'\TS

POINT I
THE TAX COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
WHOLE RECEIPTS FROM THE RENTAL AGREEMENTS
ON SIGNS DURING THE ORIGINAL PERIOD OF THE
AGREEMENT TO BE SUBJECT TO SALES TAX BECAUSE
51.26% OF THOSE RECEIPTS RESULT FROM CHARGES
MADE FOR NON-TAXABLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
SERVICE.

12
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POINT II
THE TAX .COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
RECEIPTS FROM "OPTIONS" AND "RE-WRITES'' TO BE
SUBJECT TO SALES TAX BECAUSE THOSE RECEIPTS
ARE FROM THE SALE OF NON-TAXABLE MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR SERVICE, AND THE TAX COMMISSION HAS
STIPULATED THAT THIS IS THE PURPOSE OF THOSE
CHARGES.

POINT III
THE TAX COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
RECEIPTS FROM "MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS" AND
FROM "REP AIR SALES" TO BE SUBJECT TO DIFFERENT
MEASURES OF SALES TAX BECAUSE THE TRANSACTIONS ARE EXACTLY THE SAME IN EVERY PERTINENT
RESPE.CT AND THE TAX COMMISSION STIPULATED
THAT THEY SHOULD BE TAXED THE SAME.

POINT I\T
MATERIALS USED BY THE COMPANY IN "REPAIR
SALES" SHOULD BE TAXED AT THE RATE OF TWO PER
CENT OF THE COST OF THOSE MATERIALS TO THE
COMPANY AS WAS DONE WITH MATERIALS USED IN
"MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS."

POINT \r
THE TAX COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
WHOLE RE.CEIPTS FROM "REP AIR SALES'' TO BE SUBJECT TO SALES TAX UNLESS THE MATERIALS ARE
BILLED SEPARATELY, BECAUSE THERE IS NO AUTHORITY IN THE SALES TAX ACT FOR THE TAXING OF
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICE AND THE TAX
COMMISSION CANNOT, BY REGULATION, RENDER THAT

13
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TAXABLE WHICH THE LEGISLATURE HAS NOT SUBJE.CTED TO TAX.

POINT VI
WHETHER. A GIVEN SALE IS SUBJECT TO SALES
TAX IN UTAH SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THE SUBSTANCE OF THE SALE, NOT BY ITS FORM OR MANNER
OF BILLING.

POINT YII
TAXING STATUTES ARE TO BE STRICTLY CONSTRUED, AND, IN CASES OF DOUBT, ARE TO BE CONSTRUED MOST STRONGLY AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
AND IN FAVOR OF THE TAXPAYER.

PRELIMINARY STATEJ\IIEN11
The company is engaged in two main activities, (1)
the manufac-ture of electric ~igns, and ( :2) the eler,ric
s·gn service and repair business. The bulk of the hn:-;iness is in service and repair. N" ormally there wouldn't he
1nuch· of a sales tax problem in the manufacturing end
of such an operation because one who sells a manufachued item at retail must collect :2% sales tax on that sale.
But a large part of the business of the company is done
under an arrange1nent that intermingles its two activitie~ and calls the receipts frmn both ''rentals." This is
done for busine~s reasons, the wisdmn of which is affirmed by the steady growth of the company.
14
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Not only are the "sale" and "repair" functions combined in one charge called a "rental," but, as a further
complication, at the end of the first rental period (wmally three or five year.s) when the company considers the
customer to have paid for the sign, they just rewrite the
rental agreement and cut the charge 50% so that the
whole charge under this re-write is for "maintenance
and repair," just as is the case under a regular long term
"maintenance contract." This reduced charge is still
denominated a "rental" and is made under exactly the
:-;ame contract as was first used.
Thf principal iss~te in this case is how those "rentals"
should be ta.rcd under the Sales Tax Act. Under this
issue there are two classes of transactions involved, first,
the original rental agreement and, second, the options
and rewrites.

lw
nn·

rl,he company says that you should look behind the
"rental agreement" and see what part of the charge is
made in lieu of the "sale" of the manufactured sign, i.e.,
what part of the eharge is for the sign itself and its possession and use, and what part of the charge is made for
"maintenance and repair" of the sign for the three to five
year period of the "rental agreement." This can be
ascertained from the hooks and n·eords of the company.
It was done in this case and the results put in the Ntipula tion of Facts.

i1G

ifll·

The Tax Commission says you can't look behind
the rental agreement, that if you call the proceeds of
15
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it a ··rental," the whole of it i~ thereupon taxabh•, regardless of what the "rental" is in lieu of. They draw
this conclusion from the ~tatnte '''hieh ~a~,~ "and thP
tax shall be computed and paid by the yen<lor upon the
rentals paid." (Ser. 59-15-2 (g) 1T.C.A. 1953).

The second main is.'3Ue in this case concerns the
measure of sales tax resultin.g from the •·.-wn,ice a11rl
rPzJair" part of the business, 1rllere there is no "rental"
factor inz,olced u·hatever. As stipulated, this is done
under two arrangement~, (1) what is entitled "Sign
and Lightning ~Iaintenance Agreement," and (2) separate individual orders for service, billed as the job i~
done. lT nder the first of these, the company says "\Ye'll
do all the service on your sign for three yt>an; for X
dollars a month, and we'll take the risk of any extraordinal'~' t>xpense," under the second, the customer takes
the risk of extraordinar:' expense and just pay~ for
the repair work as he orders it. In both instances the
work done i~ the same and is done in the same manner,
the ony difference is how it is billed.
The heart of the plaintiff~' case i~ their claim that
the Tax Commission wh:le giving lip service to the rule
that service is not subject to sales tax, has gone ahead
and taxed service (1) wherever it was 1nixed half and
half 'vith a taxable rental, (:2) whereYer it was called
a "rental", and (3) where it was mixed with the sale
of any repair material. ~L he plaintiffs find no authority
in the law for the Tax Commision to do this.
1
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The plaintiffs arguments are based on four major
premises underlying the Point~ set forth herein:
1. That the Hale~ Tax Act does not tax the sale
of maintenance and repair services.
2. That calling the sale of maintenance and repair
service a "rental" does not make it subject to sales tax.
I'

i'UI

1IPT

3. That failure to separate the charge for materials
from the charge for maintenance and repair service in
billing does not render the sale of maintenance and
repair ~E' l'Yi(•f> taxable.
4. That where cost of materials in a repair service
is only 6% of the sale price it is merely incidental and
the repair service sale is not a "retail sale of tangible
personal propert~T." The repairman would have to pay
the sales tax when he purchased the materials.

POIXT I
THE TAX COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
WHOLE RECEIPTS FROM THE RENTAL AGREEMENTS
ON SIGNS DURING THE ORIGINAL PERIOD OF THE
AGREEMENT TO BE SUBJECT TO SALES TAX BECAUSE
51.26% OF THOSE RECEIPTS RESULT FROM CHARGES
MADE FOR NON-TAXABLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
SERVICE.

rrhe first question that an:-:P~ under this Poillt is
whether or not charges made for maintenance and repair
servi('(' are, in fact, subject to ~alP~ tax.
17
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1. The Sales Ta.r Act does not ]JI(rport to tmpose
a ta.r on tlz e sale of services.
This proposition may seem so elementary that it
wouldn't even be controverted, hut, in fad, it is the heart
of this action. The Tax Commission has assessed a tax
on "services" where the~· are included with rentals and
where they are included with repairs, and the plaintiff~
just don't think services are subject to sales tax.
The Leqislature has said that sales tax only appliP~
to the sale of tangible personal property as follows:

"59-13--t-.

Excise Tax- Rate. * *

*

(a) A tax upon every retail sale of tangible
personal property 1nade within the state of Utah
equivalent to two per cent of the purchase price
paid or charged, * * *"
The Supreme Court of [!tall has pointed up that
this is the vurpose of the Sales Tax Act in Utal1 Concrete
Products Cor]J. vs. State Ta.r Commission, 101 1T. 513,
J :2:-l P. ( :2d) 408, as follows :

"* * * we find its declared purpose to be a
'tax upon every retail sale of tangible penwnal
property made within the state of Utah equivalent
to two (2) per cent of the purchase price paid or
charged * * *".
The State Tax Commission of Utah in its biennial
reports to the Governor and to the Legislature has stated
18
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clearly the purpose of the Act. In the Second Biennial
Report of the State Commission of 1' tah at page 26 the
purpose was stated as follows:
''The tax is different from the sales taxes in
most of the twenty-five or twenty-six states where
sales taxes are now in force in one form or another in that it is specifically a tax on the transaction, the sale of goods, whereas in most other
states the tax is a license imposed upon the seller
for the privilege of engaging in the business of
selling or a tax upon the gross receipts of the
seller. * * *

n~1

:~

In the Fourth Biennial Report of the State rrax
Commission of Utah at page 33 the purposes were set
forth as follows:

lri~

"The Emergency Revenue Act, better known
as the 'Sales Tax Act' has been in effect in this
state since June 1, 1933. This Act imposes a two
per cent tax on retail sales of tangible personal
property, certain se~rvice rendered by public utilities, sales of meals, and the anwunt paid for admission to a place of amusement or recreation.
* * *"

1m

iru

1

~~

In the Fifth Biennial Report covering the period
from July 1, 1938, to June 30, 1940, the State Tax Commission, at page 96, recommended that the Legislature
expand the scope of the Sales Tax Act so as to include
services in certain instances. rrhe exact recommendation
is as follows:
19
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.. There are several type~ of tran~adion~
wherein la:bor or services is sold in eonneetion
with the sale of tangible personal property. An
illustration of this would be the sale and making
of drapes when the purcha~er would buy tlw
Inaterials and then have the same tailored or
fabricated as to size and pattern. \\' e believe it
is desirable that the law be changed so as to require tax to be paid upon the charge made for
such services and thus the base of the tax would
he the fair value of the finished article."
Thj~ recommendation was not followed by the Legi~
la ture and no change was made in the Sales Tax Act
so as to provide foT the taxation of services. The recommendation was not reiterated ll)' the State Tax Comwission in any of its subsequent reports, so tilt>)' lllu~t
be presumed to have aequiesced in the Legislature's refusal to tax services. That they did so acquiesce is shown
in the Seventh Biennial Report of the State Tax Commission on page GO where they say to the Legislature:

"From the administrative point of view this
commission finds the present laws are reasonahi:·
satisfactory. * * *"
., The Ta.r Cornmission lias arl m i!ted that charges
for maintenance and repair serv;ce are not snbjetf to
sales ta.r in Utah.

a. In paragraph 25 of the stipulation of facts (see
page 10 of this brief) the Tax Commission points
up that it believes and has advised the predecessors of
the plaintiff herein, and these plaintiffs, that if they
20
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will use two contracts, a contract of sale (or, presrunably
"rental") and a contract of maintenance, separating in
its contracts and its billing to the customer the charges
for the sign from the charges for maintaining it, the
charges for the contract of maintenance would not be
~ubject to tax. This necessarily implies that charges
mad.e for servicing a;nd maintaining electric signs are
not SLflbject to sales tax. It is true that the company must
pay sales tax on the material used in connection with
those services when it purchases those materials or supplies, or, if it makes the purchases under a resale certificate, must report and pay the tax on its own return.
b. In Sales Tax Regulation 59 relative to repairmen, the Tax Commission states that if the charge for
materials is stated separately from the charge for repair
service, only the sale of the materials is taxable. This
necessarily assumes repair service to be non-taxable.
r. In Sales Tax Regulation G-1: relative to MortiUndertakers, and Funeral Directors, the Tax Commission recognizes that, although, for business reasons,
undertakers, etc., do not bill their charges for tangible
personal property such as caskets, embalming fluids,
etc., separately frorn the charges for their services (ill
fact they include the whole thing in what purports to be
a bill just for the casket), the charge for services is not
subject to sales tax. This result is similar to what the
plaintiff seeks to have done in relation to its business
where, instead of a bill called "price of casket", the bill
is called ''rental of sign". Both billings embody a mix~·ians,

rnr.<

ifi

~n~

e!

1
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hue of charges half for personal
servrce.

prop('rt~·

and half for

Regulation G4 reads as follows:

'' 11lortici.ans, undertakers and fulleral directors. - Morticians, undertakers and funeral
directors sell tangible personal property for u~P
or consumption. They also render services to
their patrons for which tlH'Y make a charge. ~ lwir
sales of tangible personal property, ~neh as caskets, vaults, clothing, flower~, etc., are subject to
tax. ~ 1!<'~·, in turn, use anti:..;eptic~, cosmeti<'~,
embalming fluids, and other ehemicals, in rendering professional serviees and their purchase of
the sarne is a salt> to the n:-;er or consumer and i:-;
taxable.
1

1

If the books are kept in such a manner a:-; to
reflect the sales of tangible personal propert)' as
a separate item and the services rPndered as a
separate item, then the tax attaches only to the
sale of tangible personal property.
If no separation is made of the tangible per:-;onal property and the serviees rendered, the salP:-;
tax is collected upon one-half of the lum}> sum
price quoted for a standard funeral service, which
includes the furnishing of a casket, profe:-;~ional
ser,.~~ices, care of remains, funeral coach, floral
ear, use of funeral car, use of funeral chapel, and
the ~ecuring of permits. Clothing, outside grave
vault (a concrete or metal box into which the
casket is placed), and other tangible personal
property furnished in addition to the casket must
he hilled separate}~· and the sales tax collected
thereon.
22
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lill.·

d. Sales Ta.r Regulation 69 relates to another case
where services are not billed separately from the charge
for the personal provert~', but services make up a substantial portion of the charg<'. Tire re-cappers pay sales
tax on only one-half the amount that is billed as "..;ale
of re-capped tire". The Regulation applicable to them
reads:

"Recapping and TCJNHnng of tires. - Persons recapping and repairing tires are retailer~
of the tangible personal property furnished in
connection with the repair work and must report
and pay tax upon the sale of such propert~·.
Records should be maintained in such a manner as to reflect the amount of the sale of the
tangible personal property separate from the
services. If no separation is made of the tangible
personal property and the serviee~ rendered, it
shall be deemed that one-half the lump sum price
eharged or collected for recapping of tires and/or
vulcanized tire repairs is the sales price of the
tangible personal property sold and the sale;-;
tax must be collected upon this basis.
In both the mortician and the tire-re-capper cases,
if the books show what portion of the c-harge i8 for the
tangible personal property, that amount is the base for
measuring the tax. ln the instant ca8e, the books of the
plaintiff companies show, and it is stipulated, that· the
charge made for the transfer of the tangible personal
property is 48.7-1-o/o of the total eharges during the original lease period. This portion of the "rental" is analagous to the "sale of goods" portion of the ~\I ortician
23
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and tire re-c-apper transaction and should he the ha~i~
for sales tax on "payinents under original r<>ntal agreements."

All that the plaintiffs herein are asking for is treaiJJ/ent equ,al to the other businesses wl1icll f!trni ...,·h mi.red
serv~ces and zrroperty in about equal slwrcs under a
single billing. In view of the fact that the morticians
bill for their services under the term ''casket price" and
the tire re-cappers under the term "tire pri('(~'', the fact
that the plaintiffs herein bill for their services under
the tenn ''sign rental" should not cause those serviePs
to berome subject to sales tax.
These regulations are administrative recognition of
cases from other jurisdictions specifically holding that
services were not taxable under the Sales Tax Act and
that failure to hill them separately from materials did
not 1nake them taxable. See the following ra:-~P:-~:

Comrnission v. Dinnien (1936) 320 Pa. :2;)7,
A. 542;

1~~

J(,irstner v. Iowa St. Bd. of Assessment and Review (1938) :225 Iowa -tO-t, 280 N. ,V. ;)~7;
Ahern Y. Jll1ulelman (1940) 37-t Ill. :2:)7, :2D K. E.
(2d) :2G~.
3. The zJOrt ion of the Sales Ta.r Act providi11.r; for

the ta.ration of rentals is designed to close a loozJlwle,
not to make sen·ice ta.rable, and is snbordinate to and
24
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controlled by the provtston limit:ng the tax to "retail
sales of tangible personal property."

The provision of the Sales Tax Ad under which
the Tax Commission has assessed the tax on the whole
of the receipts from "original rental agreements" and
from "re-writes" and "options" is as follows:

:l!Jii

"59-15-2 -Definitions - Scope - ***.
(g) When right to continuous possession or
use of any article of tangible personal property
is granted under a lease or contract and such
transfer of possession would be taxable if an
outright sale were made, such lease or contract
shall be considered the sale of such article and
the tax shall be computed and paid by the vendor
or lessor upon the rentals paid."
An "outright sale" is subject to tax only under the
.following provision:

"59-15-4. Excise tax - Rate. - From and after
the effective date of this act there is levied and
there shall be collected and paid :
(a) A tax upon every retail sale of tangible
personal property made within the state of Utah
equivalent to two per eent of the purchase price
paid or charged, * * * ."
rrhe Sales Tax Act does not purport to tax n'ntals
per se. VVhat it does tax is the transfer of the right to
continuous use or possession of tangible personal property when the transfer would be ta.xahle if an outright
25
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sale 1rere made. The reason for having this rulp at all
is not to tax rentals, it is to colleet a tax tlm t is c~1lll
mensurate with what would he the retail sales JJrice of
the pro1Jerty. r:rhe idea is to keep people from evading
the sales tax hy leasing goods instead of selling thrm.
This provision was designed to pick up such things ai-i
I. B. M. machine rentals and National Shoe Company
machine rentab, where one can not purchase the machine::-;
outright.
In the principal case, the signs can always be purchased by the customer, and the price to him is the ''eaioih
sales pr:ce",- which is the cost of labor and materials
used in the sign's manufacture~ plus a 100% mark-up.
The Supreme Court of North Carolina, in Watson
Indllsfries v . •~'hazr 235 N. C. :.203, 69 S. E. (2d) 505, construing that provision of their Sales rrax Act which extends the definition of "sale" to include "rentals" points
up the purpose of that provision in unmistakeahle language as follows:
''But defendant leans heavily upon the part
of the defin ition of 'sale' contained in G. S. He('.
· 105-:.219 (c) which reads as follows: 'and shall
further mean and include any bailment, loan,
lease, rental or license to use or consume tangible
personal property for a consideration paid * * *
in which possession of said property passes to
the bailee, borrower, ]P~~ee, or licensee.' This
provision, howeverfi may not be lifted out of its
context so as to universalize it~ meaning. A word
1
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or phrase or clause or sentence may vary greatly
in color and Ineaning according to the circumstances of its use. * * * It is axiomatic, therefore,
that a provision in a statute must be construed
as a part of the composite whole and must be
accorded only that meaning which other modifying
provisions and the clear intent purpose of the act
will permit. It's nwaning must sound a harmonious - not a discordant - note in the general tenor
of the law.
The purpose of this e:x:tention of the ordinary
meaning of the word ',<.,·(de' is apparent. It is intended to plug a possilJle loop hole in the statnte
by preventing a retailer from evading the provisions of the .act by camouflaging a sale under
the title of bailment, loan, lease, or like term 1.rheu
it is intended that in fact both the use and possession shall pass to hee bailee, borrower, lessee,
or licensee.***" (Emphasis added.)

Both paragraphs of the above quotation are iinportant to the rationale of this case. The first would indicate
that the word "rentals" in the r tah Sales Tax Act must
be construed in harmony with the portion of the Act
limiting its application to the "retail sale of tangible
personal property", and the second would indicate that
its purpose was to close a loop hole, not to expand the
act surrepticiously to cover" services" because the charge
for them is denominated ''rentals" or not billed separately.
In Paramount - Richard Theatres, Inc., vs. State.
(1951) :25G Ala. ;)1;), 55 So. (2d) 812, the court was con27
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cerned with the effect on film rental~ of a provi~ion of
the Use Tax Act defining "purchases" a~ including rentals. (In the Sales Tax Aet the eorrelative provi~ion i~
found in the definition of "~ale~", since the l se Tax is
concerned with goods "purchased outside the statp'' and
the Sales Tax Act is concerned with goods "sold" within
the state.) The language of the court is a~ follows:
T

"Much stress is laid upon the definition ol'
subdivision (i) of Section 787 supra, which i~ as
follows: '(i) The term' purchase' means acquired
for a consideration, whether such acquisition \\'as
affeeted by a transfer of title, or of possession, or
of both, or a license to use or consume; whether
such transfer shall have been absolute or conditional, and by whatsoever means the same shall
have been effected; and whether such consideration be a price or rental in mone~', or by way of
exchange or barter.'

"This provision of the U:.·e Tax Act u·as olJviously intended to prevent evasion.s of the act
where there is an actual sale of tangible personal
z;rozJerty. It was design,ed to ]JrerP-nt camouflaging an actual sale by design~ting it as a lease,
license or rental and 1nzs not ;'ntended to include
a bona fide rental of tanqilJle personal prozJerty.
* * *" (Emphasis added.)

By citing the above cases the plaintiffs do not intend
to argue that no part of the sign rentals eharged in the
original lease period are subject to sales tax. 11 he point
is that the purpose of the "rental" provisions in the Sales
Tax Act was to close a loop hole and wa~ not to expand
28
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the aet to cover maintenance and repair service just because the charge for that servic·e is lumped together with
the charge for the sign (the "cash sales priC't>'') under
the designation "rental".
POINT II
THE TAX ·COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
RECEIPTS FROM "OPTIONS" AND "RE-WRITES" TO BE
SUBJECT TO SALES TAX BECAUSE THOSE RECEIPTS
ARE FROM THE SALE OF NON-TAXABLE MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR SERVICE, AND THE TAX COMMISSION HAS
STIPULATED THAT THIS IS THE PURPOSE OF THOSE
CHARGES.

When the term of the original rental agreement
expires the company gives the customer an opportunity
to continue to use and possess the sign involved if he
w]l pay for its maintenance and repair. If the customer
desires to do this, exactly the same rental agreement form
is used as is used for the original period with but one
substantial change, the monthly charge under the contract is just one-half (1/2 ) of the monthly charge under
the origna1 agreement. Th1s new contract is called a
"re-write".
Very often it is a few months between the expiration
of the original rental agreement and the execution of
the "re-write", or, in the alternative, the return of the
sign. F·or th\is period the charge made is the same as
for the ''re-write," i.e., 50% of the original monthly
29
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eharge. rl 1 h i~ ineome is termed ''option income'' he<'HU~P
it concerns the period when the customer has the option
to "re-write". Option income should be trPatPd, for ~alP:-;
tax purpo~e~, the :-;ame as "rP-\\Tite~''.

By stipulation it is agreed that the income from rewrite~ i~ :nc;~ of the total income from ~ign r<>ntab.
Though not specifically ~l't out, it is believed this :~7CX
figure includes "option income'' as well and i~, therrforP,
accurate for this whole eategor~·. ] t is apparent that tiiP
treatn1ent of this type of transaction is of ~uh~tanti:d
importan<·c' to the taxpa~·er.
rrhe Stipulation of Facts set forth the nature of rewrites in unmistakeable terms as follows:

"12. If the custmner, at the end of the original rental period, desire~ to continue to usP thP
sign, a maintenance agreement is executed for a
new term, on the basis of 50% of the orjginal
n1onthly charge. The agreements are on the same
form as the original rentals and are termed "rewrites" on the books of the company.

"17. During the re-write period, because ol'
the increased age of the sign, the eo~t of maintaining the sarne is greater than the maintenancr
expense during the .original rental period. Thr
rental during that re-write period is for the purpose of compensating the company for maintaining and repairing the sign which ineludes tl!r
parts and materials, together with a reasonable
profit.
30
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"1 S. 'l_lhe entire eo~t of any signs placed with
the customer under a rental agrl:'ement is amortized oYer the period of the original term of that
agreement so that, at the expiration of the original
lea~p period the sign is completely written off as
an asset of the ('Olll}W11)'. At that time the company eliminates from the contract price for the
rental of the sign that portion of the rental which
i~ attributed to recovering the cash sale price
and re-writes the contract at a priee approximately equal to what would he charged for the service
and maintenance of the sign, \\'Pre it the propert~'
of the customer."

In the re-write or option period there remains the
element of "transfer of possession or use,'' normally a
taxable transaction. The thing that is eliminated is the
charg,e for that "transfer of possession or use.'' Because
the lessee has fully paid, in the eyt-s of the company
which owns the sign, the priee of the ~ign, tl1e company
reduces its charge by one-half and thereafter only
charges for maintaining and repairing the sign. Stipulation 12 above sets this forth une. tuivocally.
There must be (1) a sale or lrallsfer of use of tanr;ible zJroperty and (:2) a zmn:lz(tse ]Jrice clwrged before any
sales tax liability accrues. In the re-write period, since
no charge is made for the transfer of po;-;;-;p:-~sion or use,
the tax thereon is zero.
In its order the Tax Cmnmi~:-~ion ruled that, as to
maintenance agn•f•nwnt:-~, the sales tax should be two per
cent of the cost to the company of the materials used in
31
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the niaintenance and repair thereunder. The rrax Comrnission has stipulated that a re-write is a "maintenance
agreement" executed on the same fonn of contract a~ the
original rental agreernent:->. (See Ntipnlation 1:2 ahoYP.)
It follows that the sales tax relative to re-writes should
be 2% of the cost of the materials used in maintaining
and repairing the signs subject to rP-write agreement~.

POINT Ill
THE TAX COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
RECEIPTS FROM "MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS" AND
FROM "REP AIR SALES" TO BE SUBJECT TO DIFFERENT
MEASURES OF SALES TAX BECAUSE THE TRANSACTIONS ARE EXACTLY THE SAME IN EVERY PERTINENT
RESPE-CT AND THE TAX COMMISSION STIPULATED
THAT THEY SHOULD BE TAXED THE SAME.

rrhe Stipulation of Fads

statP~:

"6. Repair sales are the billings for the repair, service and maintenance of signs owned hy
other persons and ,not subject to a 'maintenaneP
agreement.' A customer calls in a request for
service, the cOinpany's personnel and equipm.ent
go out and repair the sign, using what material
{s necessary, and the customer is invoiced for a
lump ~u:n charge. Labor and materials are not
hilled separately, hut cost records are kept hy
the con1pany. The cost of Inaterials u~ed in repair
sales was a minor part of the total billings for
repair sales· for the period covered by the audit.
It is agreed that the fair sales price of those
1naterials is rost plus a lOW;;; 1narkup.
32
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''7. Jlf,aintenamce a/Jrcements are executed on
the form received in evidence as Exhibit ''C".
Fnder those agreements the company agrees to
maintain and repair a sign owned hy the customer
for a fixed monthly fep payable for a fixed period,
usually 36 months.
It is agreed that tl1c proper measwre of the
tax to be charged for flu? nwterials used in maintaining and repairing si!J 11s llncler nw :ntenance
agrecme1ds should be the same as is clwr.r;erl for
tl1 ose nwterials 11sed 11 nd er rq){( ·r sales." (Empha-

sis added.)
The order of the Tax Commission so far as it relates
to this subject, is as follows:
"1. That the measure of s::tles tax on part::;
and materials used in repair sales during the
period from July 1, 1950 to J nne 30, 1953 shall
hP, 2% of the fair selling price of the parts and
materials used if separately stated on the bill to
the customer, and, if not separately stated, 2%
of the total billing.
2. That the measure of sales tax on parts
and materials used in fulfillment of maintenance
agreements during the period from July 1, 1950
to June 30, 1953 shall be 2<?- of the cost to the
company of the parts and n.dterials used.

*

*

*

-t. That the deficienc·y against Young Electric
Sign Co., Inc. in the amount of $1,161.20 for the
period from July 1, 1~);>0 to J'une 30; 19·53, together
with interest on the principal at the rate of (i%
33
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per annum fr01n Oetober 7, 1953 until paid, and
the deficiency against Young Electric Sign C<>lllpany in the atnount of $3,029.91 for the period
July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1953, together with interest on the principal at the rate of 6/"(l per annum
October 7, 1953 until paid, be and are hen•hv
·
a:-:sessed and sustained."
The portion of paragraph 1. of the Order stating
that the rneasure of sales tax on parts and material~
used in repair sales shall be 2% of the fair selling prie<->
if separately stated on the bill to the customer is pure
surplusage, for the Stipulation of Fads states that tiH•
parts and materials are never billed separately. rrhe effective portion of that order would be the portion which
states that the measure of the sales tax on the 1mrb and
materials used in repair sales is :2% of the totaling billing. This imposes a sales tax of 33 1/3% of the cost of
the materials and parts incorporated into a repair joh,
the C'osts of those parts and materials being but 6j{ of
the total billing for the repair joh. (The total billi u,r1 is
Jfi7~~ tin1es the cost of materials. 16 :2/:3 times the sale~
tax is 33 l/;)%.) This is the first of the three conflicting
and rnutually exclusive provisions in the Tax Commission's Order.
Paragraph :2 of the Order states that the proper
measure of sales tax on the parts and nmterials u::-;ed in
fulfillment of "maintenance agreements" shall be 2% of
the cost to the company of the parts and materials used.
This clearl~' applies a different standard than that used
as the rneasure of sales tax on parts and materials used
34
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i~:

m repair sales despite the above stipulation that the
standard should be the same. '1_1he only distinction between the work done under the two different arrangement:-;, that is, "repair sale:-;" and "maintenance agreements" is that the first is billed job by job as the \vork
is done whereas the second is paid for by the customer
at the rate of so much a month for a given period, usually
th1rty-six months, regardless of how much repair work
is required during that period. Under tl1e f'irst portion
of its order the Commission has ass.essed a tax ;chich is
1():% times the amount of the tax imposed under the second paragraph of its order on itrms U'hich it has sti]mlated should be taxed the same.
The third conflicting theory approved and adopted
for these same transactions in the Order of the Tax
Commission is incorporated in paragraph -cl: thereof. That
paragraph states that the deficiency as assessed by the
auditor is ··hereby assessed and S'ustained."

I/'

Nales tax was impos~d on "repair :-;ales" by that deficiency assessment at a rate equal to 2% of the cost
of the material and parts used therein plus a 100%
markup. Cost plus 100% has been stipulated to be the
fair sales price of those parts and materi::tls. The tax
thus assessed is t~rice the amount of the tax assessed
under the provisions paragraph 2 of the order above.
~II,

~J
hl

Since the rrax Commission is bound by its stipulation it nece:-;saril)' follows that the measure of sales tax
35
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on "repair sales'' and ''maintenance ('Ontrat'b" must he
the smne, and cannot be as the Order of the Tax Commi~
~ion has assessed it. One order reaching three C'learl~·
different and mutually exclusive result~ from the ~atue
set of facts mu~t he erroneou~ and should, therefore, bP

The plaintiffs believe the rrax Connnission was eorrect in paragraph :2 of its order ahove wherein it assessed
the sales tax on parts and materials mwd in the fulfillment of maintenance agreements at 2% of the cost to the
cmnpany of the parts and materials used. Appl~·ing this
standard to repair sales would result in the taxation
of thP parts and n1aterials used in those sales at :2% of
their cost and would exelude from sales tax the por~ion
of the charge umde for repair and rnaintenance servieP.
~rhe reasons and authorities sustaining this· result are
sPt forth under the discussion of the following hYo points.

MATERIALS USED BY THE COMPANY IN "REPAIR
SALES" SHOULD BE TAXED AT THE RATE OF TWO PER
CENT OF THE COST OF THOSE MATERIALS TO THE
COMPANY AS WAS DONE WITH MATERIALS USED IN
"MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS."

The cmnpany p~rforms different function~ for different categories of customers. It rnanufactures and
sells signs and sign parts. It manufactures and rents
signs. It maintains signs for other persons under main36
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··II

.,:I

II

~ ~.i

tenance contracts, and it repairs the signs of other persons when requested to make a service call. These service calls to repair other peoples' signs are referred to
in the audit as "repair sales".

i'li'.

u.<.

tii
[)

This point is conePrned only with the question of
how the materials which are used by the company in the
cour:se of servicing and maintaining signs owned by
other persons should be taxed. The facts pertinent to
this are found in the stipulation of facts and in the audit
report of the State Tax Commission. The pertinent
stipulations are set forth under the next preceding point
at pages 32-33 of the brief. They define "repair sales'~
and "maintenance contracts" and state that the parts and
materials used in each should be taxed the same. In its
order the Tax Commission taxed the materials used in
''maintenance contracts" at 2% of their cost and the
purpose of this point is to affirm that conclusion on
their part and show that it should apply to "repair sales"
a~ well. This shouldn't ordinarily be necessary since
the Tax Commission has already so st]pulated, but, in
view of the confusion in their order as discussed in the
preceding point and of the fact that the Tax Commission
has seen fit to ignore its signed stipulation, the following discussion is offered.
The audit report of the Young Electric Sign Company shows that total repair sales for the period of the
audit were $244,986.01 and that the cost of the materials
used in those repair sales was $1+, 698.75. This shows
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Salt Lake operation. The Salt Lake plant made eightyseven per cent (87%) of the repair sales involved in this
audit.
rrhe statutes concerned In this problem are
lows:

a~

fol-

"59-15-4. Excise tax - Rate. - From and
after the effective date of this act there is levied
and there shall be collected and paid :

'' (a) A t~ax upon every retail sale of tangible personal property made within the state of
Utah equivalent to two per cent of the purcha~e
price paid or charged* * *."
"59-15-2. * * * (c) The term 'wholesaler'
means a person doing a regularly organized wholesale or jobbing business, and known to the trade
as such and selling to retail merchants, jobberH,
dealers or other wholesalerH, for the purpose of
resale;

" (d) ':l_lhe term 'wholesale sale' means a
sale of tangrble personal property by wholesalers
to retail 1nerchants, jobbers, dealers or other
wholesalers for resale and does not include a salr
h~T wholesalers to users or consumers, not for
resale;
" (e) The terin 'retailer' means a person
doing a regularly organized business in tangible
personal property, known to the trade and public
as such and selling only to the user or consumer
and not for resale. 'Retail sale' includes all sales
38
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made within the state of tangible personal property exeept wholesale sale;-;."
The NtatP Tax Comrnission has promulgated a regulation int<>rpreting the application of this statute to sales
of materials to repairmen and servicemen. That regulation is as follows:

"59. Sales of materials to r·eJ)(lirmen and
servicemen.- All sales of materials and supplies
to persons engaged in altering or repairing personal property of others, where the alteration
or repair of such property is essentially a service
and the furnishing of materials and supplies is
merely incidental to the service rendered, are taxable. For example, sales of materials are subjeet
to tax when made to persons engaged in repairing
shoes, tubes, clothing, furs. fishing rods.
''Sales of materials or supplies to repairmen
where the furnishing of such materials is more
than merely incidental to the repairman's business
are wholesale sales and exempt from tax. For example, sales of materials are not taxable when
made to persons engaged in repairing automobiles, bicycles, radios, eye glassPs, typewriters and
other business machines, tires by reeapping, and
all other purposes when speeific parts or materials are separately billed. Vendors making sales
to such repairmen are required to obtain resale
certificates as set forth in regulation 23 of the
sales tax regulations."

It would appear that the Ntate Tax Commission eonsiders the furnishing of materials and supplies to be
merely incidental to tlw service rendered in the repair of
39
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~hoes, tubes, clothing, furs and fishing rods.

It would
seen1 further that the measure of thP sales tax in instances where the furnishing of the nmteriab is merPl~·
incidental to the service is two per cent of tlw co ...,·t of the
material to the repairman or serviceman. In instan<·<·s
where the furnishing of such material is more than merely incidental to the repairman's business the Hwasun· of
the tax would be two per cent of the sales price of tlw
rnaterial. In the principal case it is agreed that the fair
sale price of the material involved is exactly twicp the
r·ost of that material to the company.

rrhe problem involved in this portion of the principal
case has been considered h)· the Supreme Court of Ftah
in Western LPatl1er and Finding Com1wny r. State Ta.r
C onz mission, 87 F. 227, -!-S P. ( :2d) .52 G. The Western
Leather and F'inding Compan)· sold leather and shoe findings to shoe repairers operating in Utah. ThP shoe repairers did not make a separate charge for materials used
and labor performed in the repairing of shoes and, in
the average repair job, the cost of materials was ahout
thirty per cent and the labor seventy per cent of the total
charge. 'J1he specific question involved was whether the
sale of the leather and shoe findings to shoe repairers
was a ''wholesale sale" or a "retail sale" within tlw
meaning of the SalPs rrax Ad. The Tax Conunission held
that the \Y estern Leather and Finding Company was
liable for the payment of sales tax upon the leather an<l
shoe findings sold to shoe repairers and the ~upreme
Court n·versed that holding. ~rhe majority opinion based
40
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it~ holding on the proposition that the ultimate consumer
and user of the leather and shoe findings was the person
who wore the shoes after they WPre repaired, that the
shoe repairman \Va~, in fact, a retailer of shoe repair
materials and as such was obligated to collect and pay
the tax. The fact that the shoe repairer did not make
separate charges for labor and material wa~ held to be
immaterial.

nl r ..Justice \Volfe's concurring opinion is the portion

r•

I~.

of the ease wherein the rationale adopted hy the tax commission in its regulation, to-wit, the distinction between
\\'hether the furnishing of materials is "n1erely inc-idental" to the service rendered in a repair sale or is "more
than incidental," is discussed. After setting forth the
statutes involved (the same statutes in this discussion
above), ~fr. Justice \Volfe has the following to say:
"It can be seen from an examination of these
sections that they rather contemplated articles
which were sold through wholesalers to persons
for resale to those who actually used them, and
contemplated a retailer as someone who sold
goods from stock as such and not the person who
furnishes material in eomwdion with repairs.
"The problem can be best approached b~, a~
suming extreme cases on both ends of the gamut.
When a barber shaves a person, the lather and
soap and soothing lotion which go upon the eu~to
mer are mere incidentals as compared to the service performed. It is likewise true of shoe shi.ner~.
These illustrate cases on one end of the gamut.
Where a 111en·hant sells readymade clothing and
in connection therewith does altera6on~ and per41
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haps furnishes rnaterials, such a~ a small pi<><'<>
of cloth or thread, we haYe a case in whi('h tlw
services are merely incidental to the ~ale. OthPr
cases lie in betwee~. rrhe automobile l'Ppair shop
furnishes parts as well as services. rrhe parts
rnay at tirnes anwunt to rnore than the services
and other tirnes vice versa. Some trades haYP
long customarily separated their charges for
services and parts. The automobile repair trnd<>
is an example. There it is quite easy to make the
separation because the parts are usually vPr~·
definite. In the shoe repairing industry, on the
other hand, the practice has been just the opposite.
A gross charge is made without separation. Indeed, it might be difficult to nrake the separation
in this trade because of the difficulty of determining just how much leather cut from a larger piP<'P
goes into each job.
''The cornmission is entitled to promulgate
rules and regulations for the practical and proper
administration of the act. Such cannot he against
the teeth of the law. They can serve to fill up tlH·
details as long as they do not run counter to tlw
express will of the Legislature. If the ruling r<·quiring the leather and findings companies to collect the tax frorn the repairmen is contrary to the
rnethod of assessrnent and collection of the sah·~
tax laid do·wn hy the Legislature, such regulation
is invalid. If, on the other hand, there is a reaHonable question about it or it is certain that it i~ haruwnious with the provi~ions laid down hy the
Legislature then it should be upheld. ConsiclPrations of practicality may be taken into account.
\Vhere two constructions of an act giving administrative powers to a cornmission are permi~HihlP,
that construction which cornports more practically with the actual execution and administration
42
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of the law by the commission should be adopted.
The cmnn1ission has the duty of executing and
administering the law. The practical difficulties
in accomplishing that should be recognized by the
courts. The court, sitting purely in an atmosplwre
of abstract argument and reasoning without recognizing the realities of the situation under which
the commission works, might adhere to a strictl)T
logical construction of the provisions of an act
which would make it entirely unworkable. F'rom
the exarnples on either end of the gamut given
above we can see that certain practical concessions
must be made by the co~:nuission in the construction of the law. It could not possibly require a
separation of materials used in connection with
services of barbers, shoe shiners, or shoe rep:-'..i rment where they, for instance, used only shaving
soap and lotion (although these are really consumed), a piece of thread to sew up a shoe, or
polish to shine the shoes (also really consumed).
Likewise, it is the same with tailors repairing
clothes. Also with some materials furnished by
cleaners and dyers ( rerhaps also consumed).
Theoretically and perhaps logicall)T those service industries may effect a sale to the patron
of tangible articles which they use in connection
with their services. If so, the value of the articles
sold and contributed in connection with the services are so incidental and so proportionately small
as compared to the value of the services that for
practical reasons they cannot be considered as a
sale. On the other hand, when an article is sold
and the servicing of the same incidental to the sale
is such a small part of the price of the whole, such
value of the services cannot be subtracted from
the sale price. Where to draw the line is questionable, but unless this court is convinced that the
commission erred in drawing the line where it did,
43
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this court should not interfere with or up~<'t i tH
rulings.
"It is stipulated that the value of the property which is applied to the repair of the shoes
arnounts to about 30 per cent of the entire pri<·<·.
I concur with the prevailing opinion on the ground
that the amount of goods which goes into a HhoP
repair job as compared with the value of the whol<'
job is apparently not a rnere incidental of the
repair job. It appears to he a very ~nbstantial
part of the cost of the whole job. * * *"
The above case was decided in 1935 and to this ver~·
day the tax commission in its regulation provides that in
a shoe rep1ir job, the furnishing of materials and supplies is "merely incidental." It is apparent from this
that the tax com1nission believes that in the instance of
shoe repairmen, where the cost of materials furnished
is thirty per cent of the whole charge for the repair job,
the furnishing .of the 1naterials is "incidental."
Another of the examples of where the furnishing
of the Inaterials is "merely incidental" has been dealt
with by the Supreme Court of the State of Illinois in
illahon v. N·udelm.an (1941) 377 Ill. 331, 36 K.E. (2d)
550. That case involved the repairing and restylin.<~ of
fur gannents for custmners with the repairman furnishing the fur pieces or strips and linings needed to romplete
the work. No separation was 111ade in the billing between
1naterials and services. It was determined that an average of fifteen per cent ( 15%) of the charge for the repair
work was for materials whereas the balance was for
labor, overhead, and profit. In that case the court took
44
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the view that such persons were engaged in the repmr
business rather than the retail sales business so far as
the sales of materials were concerned and that such sales
were merely an incident to the repair busine6s.
The reasoning used hy ~Ir. Justice \Volfe, and h)· the
Illinois Supreme Court, and apparently by the Tax Commission is that where the transaction is essentially a sale
of materiab, with some service thrown in, the repairman
is himself the person making a retail sale and is the per;:-;on who must collect and pa)· the tax. "\Vhere the transaction i~, in fact, essentially the rendering of service
with the incidental use of some material, the repairman
is the "ultimate consumer and user" of the material, is not
making a retail sale and need not collect alld pay over
the sales t::~x on the materi~Js furnished in the repair
job. He must, of course, pay sales tax on the materials
when he purchases them.

,,rlf
•[

Uiu·

Wf·

~~~
for
ool

\r e have, then, a situation where the State Tax Commission believes the furnishing of materials, the cost of
which is thirty per cent of the total price of the repair
job, is "merely incidental," where the Supreme Court
of Illinois has held (and the State rrax Commission of
etah apparently has adopted by regulation) that the lllaterials used in the repair of furs, the material cost being
fifteen per cent of the whole price of the repair job, are
'' merel)· incidental." And we have, in the instant case,
the decision of the State Tax Commission that, where
the cost of the materials furnished is only six per cent
of the whole charge for the repair job, the sale of materials is not ''merely incidental" to the service.
45
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The Commissioners of the Di~trict of Columbia
haYe, by regulation, provided that the ~ale of tangiblt>
personal property in connection with personal ~ervi(•p
transactions i,s an "inconsequential ele1nent" whPre the
price of the tangible personal property is less than ten
per cent of the a1nount charged for the serviee~ rendered.
This was discussed apparently with ap:rroval hy tlH•
U.S. Court of Appeals Disti·ict of Columbia Circuit (presided over by the late Honorable Harold M. Stephens) in
Washington Times-Herald, In.c. 1/. District of Col 11 mlJia,
( 1954) 213 F. 2d 23, on page 2-t as follows:
"Section 47-2701, Sub. 1 (h) (3) of the Codi'
exe1npts from sales and use taxes 'Professional,
insurance, or personal service transactions which
involved sales as inconsequential elements for
which no separate charges are made.' An implementing Regulation provides that a sale is an
'inconsequential element' where the price of the
tangible personal property is less than ten pPr
cent of the amount charged for the services rendered. * * *" (Citing Section 202 (b) of the Regulations pertaining to Sales and rse Taxes, promulgated July 12, 1949, by the Commissioners of
the District of Columbia.)
The standard adopted by the 'rax Commission of
TTtah that the sale be ''merely incidental" to the servieP,
would appear to he less stringent than the "inconsequential" standard adopted hy the District of Columbia.
There is a discussion at 11 A.L.R. (2d) 926 of when
repair1nen n1ust pay sales tax on the 1naterials they pur46
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eha~t>. Thi~ is exattly the same que~tion a~ j~ in the prin1~1
l~.

[[".
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cipal ea;.;e, with the plaintiffs contending they should pay
tax on the materials used in repair sales.
11 he Nuprenw ( 1 0Urt of Georgia holds that in determining whether tangible personal prorwrt~, involved in a
personal service transaction in which no separate charge
is made for materials is an ''inconsequential element" of
the ~Pn'i('e transaction within the 1T se and Sales Tax
Act, ac/11al cost or nwuetary r~tl11e of the materials used
is uot d.eterm:wttive and the main coJisideration is the
]JilT]JOSe of the c!lsfomer, that i~, whether he it"l primarily
interested in buying services rather than materials.
Crai_q-Tourial ~eat her Co. Y. Re.IJnolds, S7 Ga. App. 3GO;
73 SE (~d) 7-t~). They hold that even though the cost of
material used in a shoe repair sale is 50% of the charge
and the cost of the repair labor is .)0/c, the sale of the
materials is inconsequential, because the customer "primarily wishes to buy the skilled ~ervices of a shoe n"'pairman because such services cannot be performed h~'
the cu~tomPr because he lacks the equipment, time, or
t"lkill required. l-;- nder such circumstances, the sale of
various grades or qualities of materials by the shoe r<'pairman is really incidental to and but a means of rendering the services which his customer want~." The ~hoP
repairman had to pay sales tax on the leather when he
purchased it and did not charge his customers tax on the
repair job. Thi~ is in accord with the view of thP Tax
Commission of 1.7tah as adopted in Hegulation 59, though
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at varianee with the
ease, supra.

"Testern Leather and B..,inding Co.

By this standard, where, a::; in the prim·i pal <'ai'P, the
serviee of skilled eleetrieal sign repairmen is the item
eonstituting almost all of the eharge on a repair sale it
ean be presumed that the eustomers are primarily seeking
the skills and serviees. Otherwise they would simply lm~·
the nmterials direet and save 9-1-% of their repair bills.

l'oul

~Ia!

POINT V
THE TAX COMMISSION ERRED IN HOLDING THE
WHOLE RECEIPTS FROM "REPAIR SALES" TO BE SUBJECT TO SALES TAX UNLESS THE MATERIALS ARE
BILLED SEPARATELY, BECAUSE THERE IS NO AUTHORITY IN THE SALES TAX ACT FOR THE TAXING OF
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICE AND THE TAX
COMMISSION CANNOT, BY REGULATION, RENDER THAT
TAXABLE WHICH THE LEGISLATURE HAS NOT SUB.JE.CTED TO TAX.

The proposition that service, ineluding maintenanee
and repair serviee, is not subjeet to sales tax has been
diseussed at length in Point I of this brief. The conclusion reaehed under that point was that said servicPs are
not subjeet to sales tax.
The authority of the State Tax Commission under
the Sales Tax Aet is as follows:

48
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''59-15-20. Administration vested in Tax
Commission. ·- The administration of this act is
yp:-;te<l in and shall be exen·i:-;ed by the state tax
commission ·which may preseribe forms and rules
and regulations in em1fonn~t~, 'vith this art for the
making of returns and for the ascertainment,
assessment and collection of the taxes imposed
hereunder."
~~

'ffi

.li

l\i

ll

Early in the life of the Sales Tax Act the Supreme
Court of Utah was called on to discuss the powers of the
State Tax Commission under the above provision. In
TVestern Leather and Findin9 Co. v. State Ta.1.· Commission of l7tali, supra, Chief Jusfce Elias Hansen, speaking
for the majori t:" of the court, :-;pt forth the following
rules:
"The power vested in the commission to pn•srrihe rules and regulations for making returns
for ascertaining assessment and collection of the
tax imposed by the act does not vest in the commission any discretion whatsoever in the matter
of requiring the payment of a sales tax h~' any
one other than such as are designated in the ad.
It is true that an administrahn• hody within pn•S<'rihed limits, and when authorized by the lawmaking power, llla~' make rules and regulation:-;
calculated to carry into effect the expressed legislative intention. Under our State Constitution the
legislative power of the state shall he vested:
'1. Tn a Senate and House of Representatives which shall he designated the LPg-is1ature of
the State of Ftah.
'~. In the people of the State of Utah, as
hereinaftPr stated.' Constitution of Utah, art. 6,
§1.
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''The Legislature is not permittPd to nh<li<'alp
or transfer to others the essentiall<'g-ii"latin· function with which it is thus vested. The imposition
of a tax and the designation of those wlto lllll~t pa~·
the smne is such an essential legislative fundion
as may not be transferred to others. The act undrr
review, however, is not open to the objection that
the Legislature h>' the act attempted to tran~frr
its authority to levy taxes and designate thr )>('!'sons who are required to pay the same to the Ntatr
Tax Commission. The commission is empowerrd
1nerely to make rules and regulation~, Pte., in conformity with the act." * * *
"It is urged on behalf of the commission that
shoe repairers should not be requested to pay a
sales tax on the materials used to repair shoes because there is a custom an1ong them not to mnb·
separate charges for services rendered and for
materials furnished in repairing shoes. ':Jlhe a<·l
does not make such fact, nor the fact, if it be a fact,
that it is difficult for shoe repairers to make separate charges for labor performed and materials
furnished in repairing shoes, the basis for shifting
the duty of collecting and paying the i"ales ta~ on
to others."

In Utah Concrete Products CorJJ. r. Stale Ta:r Commission) 101 U. 513, 125 P. (2d) 408, at page 412, the
Ftah Supren1e Court said in relation to the power of the
Tax Commission under the Sa1es ':Pax .Aet:
"Governmental agencies cannot depri ,,e tlw
courts of their judicial functions nor ('(!ll the
agencies extend the operation of the statute by
ad1ninistrative regulations."
50
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A ea~e of interest in regard to the power of the r:Cax
Commission and the validity of a regulation vvhich makes
''method of billing" a determinative factor in the sales
tax field is Blome v. Amrs, :ifi;) Ill. 456, 6 N.E. (2d) 841,
111 A.L.R. 940. Rule 6 issued by the Illinois Department
of Finance provided, in relation to contractors, that
where the cost of materials and supplies furnished is
computed separate from the lal:or, either in the contract
or hilling to the owner, sales tax should be computed on
the gross receipts for materials. If no separation 'is made
either in the contract or billing, the computation is on the
lump sum paid the contractor or subcontractor or for
work and materials. This regulation "·as held invalid
and the language of the court was as follows :
''However, appellants are correct in their contention that the appellee, director of finance, wus
without power to control the appellants' metho(l
of billing to or the form of their contracts with
owners. r:rhe statute prmTides the method of computing the occupational tax where the taxpa~·pr
fails, or refuses to keep hooks and make reports,
and only such penalties as are provided h)· the
statute can be impost>(l upon the taxpayPr.
''\Vhen sa1e:-; to thP owners are of fabricated
materials or equipment, the department Inay compute the tax on the price of such materials so fabricated, but when materials are furnished to be
used to erect or repair a structure, the :-;C'tTie<'
involved in such erection or repair does not constitute tangible personal prope1-ty, or the sale
thereof."
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Blome v. _Ames, supra, was later overruled on the
question of whether the contractor himself waH tlw ultimate consumer of the material::-; used in constructing
buildings, but not on the que~tion of the y;llidit~· of a
regulation such as Rule 6 above.
~rhe

i1nportance of the reasoning of the Illinois court
to the instant case is (1) it affinns the proposition that
neither the fonn of the billing nor the form of the eontract is controlling as against the "substance" of the
transaction, (2) as to "repair sales," the portion of Regulation 59 that applies sales tax to the whole billing for
the repair job unless the parts are billed separate]~· is
invalid, (3) the taxation of maintenance and repair ~-;PrY
ice simply because the charge for it is denominated a
"rental" would mnount to the assessment by the Tax
Commission of a penalty not authorized hy law.
It rnight well be argued that plain common sense
requires that there be some reasonable latitude allowed
the Tax Comrnission where the ''service" element is small
and cannot be separated from the sale or rental of the
tangible personal property, as Justice vVolfe pointed out
in his concurring opjnion in the \\T estern Leather & Finding Co. ease, supra. Essentially what he was doing was
invoking the de mininnt~ rule in this field. However, that
reasoning could not be invoked where rnore than 50'ic;
of the rental charge is for the sale of maintenance and
repair service. And it certainly would han_~ no application where the division of the "retail sales price of the
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sign" portion of the rental (the <·a~h sales prieP) from the
":-;erYice and maintenance price" portion of the rental
can be readily made from the books of the company, as
in the instant case.
To enable ''services" to he subjected to sales tax
would require an act of the Legislature. There is nothing
in the ~ales Tax Aet as it is presently constituted that
gives the Tax Commission the authority to as:-;ess and
collect sales tax on charges made for the services of skilled maintenance and repairmen simply because the
charge for those services, though readily ascertainable
from the books of the company, is not separated in the
rental contract or the repair bill.
To allow the Commission to make services taxable,
as the Illinois court pointed out in Hlouu-' r. . AJJ/es above,
would he to give them the power to control the contracts
and billings of the business people of this state hy the
simple expedient of penalizing with additional tax the
method of billing or form of contract which the Tax
( ~ommission disliked.

POINT Yi_
WHETHER A GIVEN SALE IS SUBJECT TO SALES
TAX IN UTAH SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THE SUBSTANCE OF THE SALE, NOT BY ITS FORM OR MANNER
OF BILLING.

rrhe Legislature has designated a t)'Jlc> of transartion which is sub.iect to a 2:1r, tax, to-wit, tit<> retail sale
53
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of tangible personal property. It has further ~aid tllP tax
1nay not be escaped by disguising the sale as a lease or
contract, when the substance of the transaction is the
transfer of continuous possession or use. The stat u!P
is couched in terms of the essential nature, the snhsb.lJH'P,
of the transaction, and whether a transaction is subject
to sales tax should be determined on the basis of the ~nil
stance rather than the fonn of the transaction.
Surely one could not escape the sales tax l>~· calling
his charges for the sale of tangible personal propPrt~·
''friendship payments" or ''involuntary gratuities,'' or
an:· other name. The court would immediately look lwhind the term used in the billing and say "what is the
essential nature, the substance, of the transaction'?" I~
there any better reason, then, why mere terminolog~·,
to-wit, "rentals," should bring a transaction withm tlw
scope of the act than that mere terminology should take
a transaction outside the scope of the act~

In Whitehill Sand & Gravel Co. t:. Sta.te Ta.r Commission) 106 U. 469, 150 P. (2d) 370, this court dealt with
sales of gravel upon which there was no separation of the
price charged for the gravel and the transportation
charge. All were billed at "X ,\·anh; of gravel at $1.70
per yard." The court instructed the Tax Commission to
look behind the billing to the sHlJ.'·dance of the transaction and, despite the fact that the sale price and transportation price \vere lumped. together on the invoice, to ascertain whether, in fact, the sale ol' gravel took place
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.,

at the pit before transportation or at the place of del iv<>r~·, after transportation.
In the instant case the plaintiffs believe the liability
or non-liability for sales tax should be determined h~·
the substance of the tran.-.:adion, whether it \va:-; a :-;ale
of maintenance and repair service or a sale (or rental
in lieu of sale) of tangible personal property. The portion ofthe original rental which \Vas the eharge for maintenance and repair service ( 51.:2!i%) should not be subjected to tax and the portion of the original rental which
was the charge for the transfer of use and possession of
the sign ( 48.7 -±%) should be subjected to tax. In the ea~E~
~ eeRC:(:fi78} -:e:t:the=-te tal ehttt gre for those Mile~ in the
~ ~-6r t=t><akmls wed in 'T~J!fiir t;ale;' "a~
of re-writes and options, where the whole of the "rental"
is for maintenance and repair, none> of the charge is
subject to sales tax.
POINT \'II
TAXING STATUTES ARE TO BE STRICTLY CONSTRUED, AND, IN CASES OF DOUBT, ARE TO BE CONSTRUED MOST STRONGLY AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
AND IN FAVOR OF THE TAXPAYER.

That the rule that taxation statutP~ are strictly construed against thc> state and in favor of the taxpa~·er applies to the Sales Tax Ad has alrea(l~· been decided in
Ftah. In W. F. Jensen C((nrly Co. 11. State Ta.r Commission, 9:2 U. -t-9;), Gl P. ( :2d) ():2~), ·at page (i8:2, .Justice 1\foffat, ~pPaking for the court, pointed thi~ out as follows:
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"Having in n1ind the general rule that taxation statutes are strictly construed against the
state and in favor of the taxpayer, the language
of the statute permits the collection of thP tax at
· the rate specified and no more. It is also recognized that no method or form of taxation has v~t
been devised that is absolutely equal and unifo~m.
Salt Lake City v. Christensen Co., 34 Ptah :~s.
95 P. 523, 17 L.R.A. (N.S.) 898."
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above the plaintiffs pray
this court to vacate the order of the r_rax Connni~~iOJ:
and instruct the Commission to make its assessment, or
determine its refund, as the case may be, on the followin&
basis:
l.

All the receipts frpm outright sales of signs
and sign parts are subject to sales tax, except
for intercompany, interstate, exempt and
wholesale sales.

2.

48.74% of the receipts from rental agree-

ments on signs during the original period of
the agreement are subject to sales tax.

3;

None of the receipts from re-writes and options is subject to sales tax.

4.

None of the receipts fro1n maintenance contracts and rQpair sale~ are subject to sales
tax.
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3.

Sales tax shall be paid on all parts and materials used in maintaining and repairing signs
under original rental agreements, options,
re-writes, maintenance contracts and repair
sales, at 2% of the cost of those parts and
materials to the plaintiffs.
Respectfully submitted,

EARL D. TANNER
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